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A different style of rock edged with power and funk, with smooth off beat twists and intertwined harmonies

to grab your ears and pull a little... 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, ROCK: Acoustic Details: tellys

bio; learning bass at the age of 10 and playing in his parents gospel quartet,telly is an all around musician

who has played with various bands throughout his career. starting out with garage bands in his teenage

years, he played everything from oldies to grunge to metallica. moving on from there he played bass in a

band called vibe, which played regionally in northeast indiana, they were a high powered trio which cut a

cd written by guitar player tony kendrick comprised of rock/ blues and funk. mixing upbeat covers and

some originals they stayed together around 4 yrs. during that time he also played bass occasionally for dr

bones and the skeletones in kalamazoo, mi. learning the fine art of blues from a local legend, dr bones,

he learned to implement those licks and feel into his playing.from there he went on to doing acoustic gigs

at local bars around the area,teaching bass and guitar at lehmans music, lagrange, indiana, he had the

opportunity to perform on the comedy show nightshift. he also made an appearance on south bend pbs

with his bass. a one year stint with life sentence a regional rock and metal band was also notable in his

career. his musical influences are anything that makes him feel something, good, bad, and or ugly. telly

speicher stand up; original rock, funk and blues, recorded and produced at spiked music  productions.

stand up is a compilation of ten songs, written throughout the last fifteen years of speicher's life... with

music that can't be classified in one genre, the songs are written by speicher about everyday things that

happen to every day people... an all around musical talent, speicher played drums on half of the disc, and

the remainder of the instruments on every song, and also sang all the vocals... with influences such as

pearljam, soundgarden,alice in chains, dream theater,jimi hendrix,and stevie ray vaughan to name a few,

stand up is filled with a variety of different musical styles... if you're into rock edged with power and little

funk, or just a "slow it down" ballad with a smooth off beat twist in the middle and some intertwined

harmonies to grab your ears and pull... check this disc out and see what you think...
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